The SMA offers a variety of the technical resources to our members and the building industry.

**SMA TECHNICAL PAPERS AVAILABLE:**
- Base and Mesh Systems for Crack Reduction  NEW!
- Judging Stucco Installations
- Why Stucco Homes Survive Fires
- Efflorescence
- Foam Coating Products
- Color Guidelines
- Three-Coat Stucco Maintenance Guide
- Stucco Crack Policy
- Fog Coating
- Benefits of Stucco
- Care & Maintenance of Stucco

**LEARNING STUCCO DVDs**

**Colors That Last**
The DVD is available in both English and Spanish versions. Topics include: The History of Three-coat Stucco, Specifier Views of Three-coat Stucco, Correct Installation Methods and Fog Coating.

**Features & Characteristics of Three Coat Stucco**
This DVD focuses more on the technical aspects of the portland cement-based plaster exterior cladding system. Targeted towards the specifier, architect, contractor, and building owner, this DVD is meant to educate the professional on what to expect from stucco. Topics include: Color Variation, Proper Curing Textures, Cracking and Efflorescence.

**ONE COAT STUCCO REFERENCE GUIDE**
National One Coat Stucco Association’s reference guide contains generic information of importance to architects, specifiers and others in developing documents for a stucco project, as well as to builders, contractors and applicators. The manual presents the most efficient procedures and sufficient details that are acceptable to the industry: Pre Inspection of Job Site, Installation and Procedures, Moisture Barrier, Mixing & Applications, Floating & Finishes, Flashing Windows, and Foam Coating Products.